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Walkers – Morrie Donovan, Gay
Skarratt, Trisha Molinari, Carol
Henderson, Roy Burton, Janette Allan,
Lynn Dabbs, Sue Fagoaga, John Maltby,
Jocelyn Gaskill
Morrie Donovan and a cast of the 'usual
suspects' set off from Sydney in late
February to search for the plaque in the
Snowy mountains marking the site
where Evan Hayes disappeared in a
blizzard and perished while skiing down
from Mt. Kosciuszko on August 14th
1928. His companion Laurie Seaman
has a hut to record the spot where he
also perished on that day. Our task was
always going to be a little more difficult,
as the grid reference marking the spot
had been misplaced 5 years ago, in
another lifetime, and neither historians
Graham Scully nor Ian Flakes could lay
their hands on the missing grid
reference.
After toughing out the night at the
Jindabyne Hotel/Motel the group set
out from Thredbo Top Station next
morning to ascend the red metal track
to the junction of the Kosciuszko
lookout track. Most of the group
'summited', while the author and Trish
Molinari (neither of whom 'do side
trips'), sat and guarded the packs, while
being entertained by 17 passing teams
of colourful travellers raising money for
charity.
Morrie's team then continued on, to
overnight further west in the valley at
the source of Wilkinson's Creek, below
Mt. Townsend. Here the afternoon
activity revolved around checking out

the cairns marking the beginning of the
drop down Hannels Spur (the longest
descent in Australia), a trip definitely
not on Morrie's list of 'cruisy' walks.
Other activities included a 'Jetboil'
demonstration of the vaporisation of
litres of water in a nano second or two.
On our return next morning to
Rawson's Pass, the group was first
entertained by a passing troupe of
professional acrobats, before we
started the descent down to Lake
Cootapatamba, where a thorough
search was conducted, over heavy
ground, between the lake and Mt.
Kosciuszko, and the area beyond, but all
to no avail. The walk then continued
on uneventfully down the course of the
Swampy Plains River to Cootapatamba
Hut (built in 1952 by the Snowy
Mountains Authority as shelter for
hydrologists. We then ascended over
the central Ramshead Range to camp
again, and exit the next morning for
home.

The group was entertained by a passing
troupe of professional acrobats
To pass the time on the long drive home
one of the walkers read to the author
the 28 foolscap pages of an article
written by David Scott for KHA in August
2013, describing the extensive story of
Seaman and Hayes disappearance.
(http://www.khuts.org/images/stories
/history/DeathOnTheSummit_dscott_1
3aug2013.pdf)

It mentions no plaque, only a collapsed
cairn, described as being 300 yards
from the Lake, on a spur of Mt.
Kosciuszko
adjacent
to
Lake
Cootapatamba. The article also has a
"good" map marking the site of Hayes'
body to the SW of the Lake and a 1988
photograph taken by Klaus Hueneke, of
Graham Scully (Morrie's cousin and
onetime historian of KHA), showing
Graham standing next to a 'collapsed'
cairn in relatively open ground.

Cootapatamba Hut
Though not mentioned in David Scott's
history, the presence of a plaque,
erected by veteran ski tourer Rex Cox,
now in his 90's, was confirmed by an
oral communication from Graham
Scully. The moral of our story is "always
read the history before your walk, and
if possible always hang on to Life's Little
Grid References".
Was the search for Evan Hayes' plaque
successful? No, but we had a hell of a
good time looking for it, and as Morrie
says "there's material here for another
walk, or at least the pleasure of
camping above the tree line again".
The Author admits to no responsibility
for any errors in this article, and will not
be accepting any advice, digital, verbal
or otherwise; but asks only that the
Club's many "cairns experts" merely
write their own articles.

Leaders Thank You Dinner
It was great to see so many Walk
Leaders attend the Leaders Thank You
Dinner on Friday 22nd April. Without
these wonderful people we wouldn't
have a Club and the dinner is held
annually to express our gratitude for
their contribution. To all who were
able to attend, we hope you enjoyed
the evening.

Enjoying good food and company
Thank you also to Shirley Hart and Jan
Mathieson for arranging the evening,
along with their helpers Katherine
Gloor, Helen Kershaw, Chris Edwards,
Jan Wilson and John Wilson.
Thanks also to Helen Kershaw for her
photography – there are more of her
great photos on the website.

143 years of Bush Club Membership
within this group at The Leader’s Dinner
- Left to right - Michael Pratt joined
1969. Jim Lawler joined 1965. Pam
Lawler joined 1971.

A delicious dinner

Leading Walks - Why
Bother?
By Maureen Carter
I began leading walks in the early
eighties for the National Parks
Association and always got a buzz out
of introducing new walkers to
beautiful places such as The Royal,
that I had come to love even more
than my homeland with its green hills
and woodlands.
On a long hard day walk in the Blue
Mountains I asked a man who was
obviously ill and having trouble
breathing to not come with us. He
refused my request.
Later that
afternoon, as we were climbing up to
Blackheath, he collapsed and was
turning blue. Fortunately his wife
knew how to help him and through
her tears of exasperation she told me
how stubborn he was. Eventually he
was alright, but I was frightened. I did
not lead another walk for the NPA for
over ten years but continued to lead
walks for SBW, and later, The Bush
Club.
Again, I need a break from leading
walks. No-one has died on me, even
though I scared a few wonderful
people on one of my walks. I just
would like to be a follower, without

responsibilities, for a while. Having
said that, I believe that followers do
have far more responsibilities than
they often realise. Please do not join a
walk that is beyond your ability. If the
description says “steep hills”, “rock
hopping” or “must be able to swim”,
please do not ignore these warnings
and spoil the activity for the rest of the
group. Seriously, I once saw someone
tell the leader that she could not swim
as we set off on the lower section of
Morong Deep. I could never do the
jump, but long before the day the
leader had told three of us how we
could walk around it.
Yes, the behaviour of some people is
occasionally annoying, but that is rare
and we can all learn from the
experience.
The rewards of leading are many –
sharing happy hour around the
campsite with tired but happy walkers
who never knew the Oyster Cave
existed; having a party member
identify flowers, trees and birds or
explain the historic significance of our
surroundings; and, the specific
feedback that I will never forget. One
day we spent some quiet time
observing lyre birds courting on Lady
Carrington Drive in the Royal and that
evening a participant rang me at home
to thank me for one of the best
experiences of his life.
I would like to encourage you all to
share the joys and rewards of leading
walks. The most obvious one is to
have fifteen or more people say at the
end of the day thank you for the good
time they have had walking in a
glorious place with like-minded
people. Please try it soon. Just put a
walk that you are familiar with on the
program. Perhaps, one in your own

backyard, be it pristine bushland,
urban parkland or just a good stretch
out.
I will leave you with one of my
favourite ‘thanks’ from my backyard.
After following the Georges River for
a few hours we always finish at Sylvan
Grove Wildflower Garden, especially
to see the native orchids in spring.
One September, after an hour of
viewing these gifts of nature, Christina
turned to me and said, “Oh Maureen,
I have died and gone to heaven”.
*****

From the Committee
As with most voluntary organisations,
our Club's success depends on many
people giving freely of their time to
lead walks and act on the committee.
We hope Maureen's article will inspire
more people to lead walks but would
also like to follow up on some of the
points she has raised, plus a few
others, which will assist leaders and
committee members perform their
duties more easily.
For Walk Leaders
Leaders have a right to ask walkers
about their fitness and whether they
are adequately equipped for the walk.
You have a right to refuse participation
to any person you consider may
present a risk to themselves or other
participants.

Please send in walk report forms
promptly, especially if there are
prospective members on the walk.
Please send in reports even if the
numbers aren't enough for an official
walk.

A tick box has been added to the
report form for leaders to signify if
prospective members have completed
the walk satisfactorily. Any comments
you
make
about
prospective
members' abilities will be relayed to
the
membership
sub-committee.
Please tell the prospective member at
the end of the walk if there have been
any issues with their participation so
that they understand that the walk will
not count towards their three
completed walks.
It is considerate to follow up walker's
welfare should there be any accidents
or incidents on a walk you have led.
For Members
Members need to ensure that they are
fit enough for the degree of difficulty
of the walk and should discuss with the
leader if in doubt.

Leaders are entitled to question walk
participants to ensure they are
adequately prepared with everything
that may be needed and can refuse to
take anyone who is inadequately
equipped or who has insufficient
fitness and experience. Please listen
carefully to the walk leader and follow
their instructions.
Please be considerate of other
walkers. Walking in a group may
involve
some
compromise
to
accommodate different abilities.
Please ensure you arrive at the
meeting point on time. There are
many variables that may affect the
finish time of a walk. Members should
accept this and be prepared for the
possibility of a late finish.
Please be considerate of the walk
leader's
personal
time
when

contacting them. Many leaders will
nominate a preferred time to contact.
Please do not contact unnecessarily
and when you do need to contact
them, ensure that it is at a reasonable
time.
For Prospective Members
Prospective Membership has two
major goals:
• To enable walkers to meet and
interact with Bush Club members in
a variety of walks and to decide if
they would like to join the club as
full members;
• To allow new walkers to confirm
that they have the capacity and
confidence to complete Level 3
walks comfortably and at a
reasonable pace.
Prospective
members
are
not
restricted to attending the qualifying
walks marked “M”. It may be
necessary to build fitness and
confidence during walks in levels 1 or
2. Three walks at level 3 or above
must be completed before applying for
full membership. Walk leaders make a
brief note in their walk report of
prospective members’ participation
and completion, and these reports are
used by the membership subcommittee when confirming full
membership applications.
Please remember that prospective
members MUST contact the walk
leader before attending a walk as a
prospective member. The leader may
ask about previous bushwalking
experience, level of fitness etc. – this
is to ensure that everyone in the group
has the capacity to cope with the
terrain and distance, especially if there
are few exit points or the area is
isolated. Suitable equipment, water,
food, footwear and clothing are
essential for every walk.

June Leadership Training
Course
Join the many Bush Club members
who have become walk leaders.
Share the camaraderie, skills
development and tremendous
satisfaction that comes from giving
something back to your Club.

Course details are:
Date:
Saturday, 16 June 2016
Time:
10:30am – 2:30pm
Location: Kirribilli Neighbourhood
Centre, 16-18 Fitzroy St, Kirribilli
Room:
Upstairs in the Gallery
Catering: Provided

Flora and Fauna
Experienced walkers can simply put
walks onto the program or choose to
join the half-day training session
first. Members who are considering
walk leadership are also most
welcome to express interest in the
June course.
Leadership training is delivered by
experienced walkers who are often
committee members or recent club
executive.
The Winter course will take place
indoors – to keep us all warm. The
classroom format is interactive and
supported by extensive notes.
Interested? Confirm a place on the
program by:

Watch out for:

Banksia Ericifolia
(Heath Banksia)

Photograph by John Moss. License: Public Domain

The Banksia Ericifolia was
adopted as Sydney's floral
emblem in 1992 as part of
Sydney's 150 year anniversary
celebrations. The shrub grows up
to 6 metres high and the orange

Contacting: Sandra Bushell
Training Coordinator
Email: sandraclovelly@gmail.com
Phone: 9967 0768
Mobile: 0413 124 311

flower grows to about 20cm
long.

Flowering Season: June to
August

Or
Speaking with:
Chris Edwards
Encouraging Leaders Coordinator
You may see Chris on the track.

Where:

exposed areas such as

coastal or mountain heathlands

*****
Thanks Tam Khuat for her suggestion for this
to be a regular newsletter article.

BLAST FROM THE PAST!
GENTLEMAN ASSAULTED AT
BUSH CLUB MEETING!
By Michael Pratt

As anticipated The Bush Club’s last
Annual General Meeting was
conducted harmoniously in good
humour, followed by a wholesome
and
hearty
supper
which
participants enjoyed, taking again
the opportunity to meet and chat
with friends. Those in attendance
were invited to engage further with
The Club by attending Monthly
Committee Meetings held at
Kirribilli where Office Bearers are
guaranteed to debate with civility
current issues.
However this has not always been
the case and during our Club’s long
history there have been outbreaks
of rage and a ‘spitting of the
dummy’ by the odd Committee
Member, even a leaving of the
room and threats of resignation
over passionately held views.
Even so, having attended meetings
for well over thirty years I can only
remember punches thrown on one
distant occasion. A spontaneous
interjection of mine adding ‘fuel to
the fire’.
Many moons ago, last century, I
led a camping trip to The
Warrumbungle Mountains and on
this trip were two characters who
simply did not get along. That
said, it was rather a case of one
who could not stand the other.
The recipient of such loathing was
one called Lawrie who, no matter

what the subject, would pontificate
upon it around our camp fire,
keeping us entertained each night.
This irritated Margaret, a short and
feisty Scottish lady who, when it
came to Lawrie, simply could not
stand the man.
Her exasperation continued to
fester during the week and she
finally demanded Lawrie “Go build
your own camp fire!”
Her
quarrelsome outbursts eventually
resulted in Lawrie doing just that,
so we now had two camp fires
which participants visited on a
rotational basis.
Some weeks later we had a
Monthly Meeting and our two
protagonists came.
It was
guaranteed to be a lively night and
things fired up quite quickly when
Lawrie
produced
his
“Warrumbungle Photographs”. We
gathered around the table where
his many ‘prints’ where displayed.
“You hadn’t better have any of
me” snapped Margaret.
“Oh I
think I have” responded Lawrie in
a knowing tone. He shuffled the
prints and waved one under her
nose. It was a group picture taken
from behind, showing people
packing up after morning tea. As
a result some were sitting, several
were standing and on the end
someone was bending over. Their
head was down so the snapshot
showed boots, legs and buttocks.
“That’s you” said Lawrie rather too
triumphantly, pointing to the
anonymous
backside.
“Oh”
Margaret responded spluttering
with rage and indignation, “You did
that on purpose didn’t you!” Since
the backside was such a small part
of the picture her accusation
seemed ridiculous.
Quick as a
flash I interjected with: “Of course

he did Margaret, he was waiting for
you to bend over all morning!”
Margaret grabbed the offending
photo, tore it into strips throwing
them on the floor before storming
off.
The mood in the room was
subdued.
Lawrie
muttered
“Charming” and picked up a cup of
tea. Next minute the beat of boots
was heard upon the timber floor
and Margaret appeared in full
flight, face flushed, fists raised and
she came at Lawrie furiously
striking him twice on the chest,
shouting
“How
dare
you
photograph a lady like that!”
Silence descended, you could have
heard a pin drop but Lawrie who
was never lost for words looked
down at his still furious diminutive
attacker and responded “Madam,
you are no lady!” And with that
our ‘Lady’ stormed out leaving an
audience stunned speechless and
many minutes passed before
normal conversation resumed.
I do not believe this incident was
ever recorded in Club Minutes.

Bush Club Incidents
By Keith Maxwell, President,
BWRS
Bushwalkers Wilderness Rescue
Squad (BWRS) is a valuable
community asset that is regularly
used by NSW Police for remote area
search and rescue. However it is not
a "primary" rescue squad. When you
have a seriously injured person you
need to contact "Triple Zero".
Please read the following as a guide to
dealing with emergency services
when someone is so seriously injured
on a Bush Club walk that outside
medical assistance is required.
There have been incidences, when
medical evacuation was required,
where problems were encountered
giving the location to the Ambulance
Service. A "nearest cross street" was
requested.
GIVE FIRST AID
As always, render First Aid, as per
your training, before contacting
emergency services on "Triple Zero".
Bushwalkers Wilderness Rescue
Squad (BWRS) offers First Aid
training in either a one day course
(Provide First Aid) or four day course
(Remote Area First Aid). See the
BWRS website - www.bwrs.org.au for
dates and course registration details.

The Bushwalking NSW
May General Meeting
Redfern Town Hall - 73 Pitt Street,
Redfern (just 7 minutes' walk from
the station)
7pm Tuesday, 17 May, 2016
Guest speaker, Anne McLeod will
present: "THE SPIRITED LIFE OF
MARIE BYLES"

The Bush Club encourages First Aid
training for its members with a 50%
refund policy of course fees for
approved courses. Contact the Club
Training Officer for details.
Having rendered First Aid you should
now have good details of your injured
friend plus your location when you
contact "Triple Zero".

CONTACT TRIPLE ZERO
The first question to you from Triple
Zero will be "which service do you
require?" Your answer needs to be
"Police please".
Now NSW Police have "responsibility
for life and limb". Hence they are in
control of typical bush search and
rescue incidents and are well aware of
grid references for bushwalker
locations. NSW Police will talk to
NSW Ambulance on your behalf.
When asked for the location always
say the grid reference location slowly.
Remember that all phone calls to
Triple Zero are recorded.
Bush
emergency incidents are rare so
Triple Zero staff seldom hear
bushwalker locations.
Remember that the name of a nearby
geographic feature is NOT a location;
it is just a place of special interest.
If, for any reason, the Triple Zero
Operator does not fully understand
your incident then you should ask for
their "Supervisor".
SMART PHONE RECEPTION
Owners of 'smart phones' should
consider
downloading
the
"Emergency +" application (app). The
following web address is just one
location for this app.
http://www.triplezero.gov.au/Pages
/EmergencySmartphoneApp.aspx
The Emergency+ app is available for
free download in Apple iOS, Android
and Windows versions and has
already saved lives by ensuring
emergency services arrive on-scene
as quickly as possible. There have
been numerous examples where lost
or injured bushwalkers have used the
app to pinpoint their location for
emergency services.

Obviously you must have mobile
phone reception to use "Emergency
+" but this app can supply a location
for emergency services as a Latitude /
Longitude.
MEDICAL SERVICES
Triple Zero will decide the medical
services required for your incident.
You cannot tell Triple Zero that a
helicopter is required but an accurate
description of the person's injuries
and your location will help
emergency services decide on the
most appropriate response.
Medical evacuation has evolved over
time. If Triple Zero task a medical
helicopter then they will be
attempting to 'bring the hospital to
you'. Medical treatment of injured
persons now starts when the
helicopter arrives not when the
helicopter arrives at the hospital.

This improves the chances of survival
while also minimising the recovery
time.
However, remember that since a
medical helicopter is a flying
ambulance there may be a transport
fee. This should be no surprise as
transport in a road ambulance incurs
a transport fee.
INSURANCE
Helicopter transport can be expensive
so the fee may be large. Insurance for
ambulance transport is well worth
having.
All bushwalkers should get insurance
cover. Most private health insurance
policies have this cover. However, it
is possible to get "Ambulance Only"
cover from a number of health funds.
If you are injured you should contact
the Bush Club Insurance Officer. As a
Bush Club member there is Public
Liability
and
Personal
Injury
insurance cover from Bushwalking
NSW. You may be able to claim for
unusual expenses.
EMERGENCY SERVICES / OTHER
PHONE NUMBERS
Triple Zero is the principal phone
number to use in Australia to contact
emergency services.
If you need help from a flood, storm or
tsunami you may need the State
Emergency Service (SES) on 132 500
However, there are other phone
numbers that work in particular
situations. It's time to explore the
"Triple Zero" website; see below:
http://www.triplezero.gov.au/Pages
/Usingotheremergencynumbers.aspx

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
Ron Ellis, Libby Dabbs, Tim Dabbs,
Janet Tomi, Margaret Baz, Clifford
Britton, Ann Boyce, Nicola Le
Couteur, Annabelle Trent,
Christopher See, Barry Wise,
Maree Wise, Katrina Gaitero,
Anne Butler, Bernard Hunt, Joan
Johnson, Janet Kossy, Edward
Yeh, Lindsay Paget-Cooke,
Isabelle Moss, Lance Harkus,
Helen Thomas, Roslyn Croft,
Ingrid Radford, Kerri Ainsworth.

Heard on the Track
Bushwalking NSW has passed on their
congratulations to Michael Keats on his recent
OAM award.
***
Praise for the Bush Club website – thanks
Jacqui Hickson for her hard work and effort in
keeping it up to date.
***
We regularly receive comments and emails
from prospective members about what a
welcoming friendly group we are. Thanks to all
our members who ensure new members feel
welcome and included.
***
You've heard of 3 Hat Restaurant ratings,
Michelin Stars etc – one of our members has
suggested maybe we should rate our walks for
the number of leeches that may be
encountered! Don't know if it will take off but
patrons in coffee shops might be pleased if
bushwalkers entering after leech-infested
walks came with warning signs!

There's Something about Islands
Part 2 - Malta
By Frances Hunt

It is only a short ferry trip from Pozzallo
to Valetta, the capital of Malta.
Unsurprisingly the first Neolithic settlers
in Malta came from Sicily, bringing with
them pottery and seeds of grain. The
history of the island is a series of
conquests, the last one by the British
who were a cut above the French under
Napoleon who stole so many of their
church treasures. The British are quite
popular and many London bus drivers
move to Malta to drive buses and there
seem to be a number of British retirees
as well as many Maltese Australians who
return home, build houses, and adorn
them with Australian flags or kangaroos.
We had intended to spend at least four
days walking in Gozo, the smaller island
a short ferry ride from the main island of
Malta. Phil had damaged his knee so our
walks were limited.
There is a track, about 50 kilometres,
which circumnavigates the island and
many smaller walks that take in some of
the prehistoric remains so liberally
dotted about. My only contact with this
walk was limited to a kilometre or so
that I came across when I set off alone
from our B&B to walk down to the coast
where our host told me I could find a
beach to snorkel. I crossed some fields
as directed, but continued crossing more
abandoned fields instead of turning up
the road. I found cliffs, but never
managed to find the beach. Although I
could always see houses I could not tell
the village we were staying in because
every village seems to join the village
next door. As I had not remembered to
note our address I spent some time
wandering and came upon part of the
circular track around the island.
Eventually I retraced my steps to a
landmark I recognised and made my
way back to our flat, feeling foolish.
Our Airbnb host also managed an
upmarket guesthouse in another village

and is a keen "trekker". He told us that
there are good walks on the main island
of Malta as well.
On our last day Phil declared his knee
improved and we took the ferry to the
smaller (3.5 square kilometre) island of
Comino. Hordes of tourists arrive every
hour to swim in the Blue Lagoon on the
island. (Technically it is not a lagoon, but
a channel between it and the very small
island of Cominetto where we saw a
couple of walkers.) I had brought my
snorkel and mask to explore the lagoon
which is so enticingly displayed online.
Unfortunately, although I remembered
the snorkel and mask I forgot my
bathers! What to do? There were only a
couple of swimmers, so I stripped to
undies and swam around the rocks. I
saw a lot of white sand (hence the
blueness of the lagoon) and almost no
fish. I returned to the beach just before
the next boatload of young tourists
arrived.
Phil, well rested while I swam,
announced he could probably walk a
short way up the hill to the fort used by
the Knights of Malta to send signals to
the mainland forts when enemies
approached. The fort was beautifully
restored and when we picnicked on the
roof in the sunshine, admiring the
panoramic views he announced that he
could venture a little further. We had a
map
that
showed
a
track
circumnavigating the island. Of course
we did not stick to this but wandered on
other tracks and along the rocky coast.
There are only 3 permanent inhabitants
of the island (apart from the rather
peculiar hotel and an adjoining free
campsite), not mentioned in the tourist
blurb. We saw no sign of the sister and
her two brothers, whose priest/cousin
arrives once a week to give mass and
bring supplies. We met a father and 12
year old son who visit every year and
who knew where there were many small
caves used over aeons. He showed us
one, which we would never have found
ourselves, which had obviously been
divided into a central area for its owners
and two side areas for animals.
I hope to return to Gozo one day and
spend more time.
I have collected
brochures which I am happy to lend to
Bushclub members.

